
H I - L O®  W O R K S P A C E ™

CODE 3200  

Loxit Hi-Lo ®  desks are incredibly versatile. The simple, stylish lines of the unit belie the technology within.  There are 

ge. But the best bit... the whole thing is powered via  

a single power point. That’s right the desk and all your equipment is powered through 1 plug...plus you can charge any 

USB device directly from the desk, through our in-built charge points.

Are you sitting comfortably?

The Hi-Lo ®  Workspace enables you to achieve the perfect working position and posture. If like many
®  desk ensures that anyone

sitting at that workstation can achieve comfort and the best possible position,  

improving productivity and reducing fatigue.

desktop frame sizes - standard is 960mm 

wide, this holds 1200,1400 and 1600mm 

wide desktops.

For 1800 and 2000mm wide desktops, we have a 1600mm 

frame. All desktops are 25mm thick and o�er working 

heights from 655-1225mm, with a 120kg maximum load. 
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Neat and tidy - All our desk 
solutions feature discreet 
cable channeling and face 
plates, ensuring that your 
work station is free of any 
unnecessary clutter and the 
desk is free to transition from 
seated to standing positions.

Integrated power  - our 
integrated 4 way power strip 
and 4 IEC outlets provides 
power for all your desktop
devices. 

Robust construction - 
the Hi-Lo ®  desk is the 
result of years of  
experience, and a proven 
track record in the  
education and corporate  
environment.

Accommodate everyone  -  
with nearly 600mm of  
vertical travel the Hi-Lo ®  
Desk can accommodate 
everyone from the youngest  
toddlers through to adults.

Anything’s possible...table top veneers,desk shapes, colour options and more.  
We create bespoke solutions that are seamlessly tailored to your requirements.
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